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This short history attempt to capture some of the struggles, hopes and
realizations of the Institute of Postcolonial Studies (hereafter IPCS), Melbourne,
Australia, over the twenty year period between 1996 and 2016. With no
government funding, directors, a benefactor, donors, members, and friends
helped renovate the building and, against the odds, foster a creative
intellectual community that has drawn contributions from individuals and
groups representing all ages, different cultures, backgrounds and disciplines.
Along the way, it has established the Postcolonial Studies Journal, now
published four times a year and an international book series, published several
occasional papers, organised a number of major public events, two semester
seminar series each year, students’ forums, and conferences and symposia.
The Foundation Stage & Building
Many of the Institute’s members can relate first hand stories of acquiring the
building, differences over ideals and definitions and their participation in
events. Such recollections help us understand the IPCS’s written and unspoken
aims. Importantly they look to the future and orientate new members.
Now to the frequently articulated question, what does postcolonialism mean
as a discipline or focus of study? It is generally understood as a theoretical
approach in various disciplines concerned with the lasting impact of
colonialism in former coloines. A comprehensive response was provided in
the first Postcolonial Studies Journal’s editorial. The editors wrote:
[It’s] a breaking down of boundaries that have defined postcolonialism
as a safe discipline within the academic setting. The real excitement
lies in its desire and determination to theorize those ‘dangerous
terrains’ that academic knowledge feels either uncomfortable with or
unwilling to accommodate. It is a place to forge a new working
relationship with circuits of knowledge that are marginalized,
anthropologised or used as footnote fodder in the western academy.
…. [The IPCS] appreciates those ‘blurring moments’ when new
knowledge formations … momentarily upset the disciplinary ‘apple
cart’ and offer portents of other ways of seeing and doing. To remain
disruptive … postcolonialism must keep moving. It is in this mobility,
flexibility and heterogeneity that a tactical space is opened up … to
tip intellectual debate sideways by tilting the intellectual ‘spotlight’
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away from established names and arguments and toward the politics
of the everyday.
Two years before this response was written, the idea of establishing an
institute and acquiring a building was first mooted. Phillip Darby and his friend
and colleague at the University of Melbourne Michael Dutton were sitting on
Phillip’s roof garden overlooking the courtyard of 78-80 Curzon Street and one
of them said “Why don’t we buy the place and turn it into an independent
postcolonial institute?”

Photo taken 1996 of the back garden of 78-80 Curzon St with the
derelict stables, now the Ashis Nandy Room

They talked excitedly into the night about setting up a different kind of institute
based on the exploration of ideas around the question of the ‘other’ rather
than more traditional or positivistic research that was becoming the norm. An
independent institute acting as a catalyst to creative edgy postcolonial ideas
and a space between borders for groundbreaking research were the agreed
fundamental aims. Amazingly they also agreed on the name of Institute of
Postcolonial Studies.
Michael related he thought this a great idea but felt it could never happen.
‘Where would we find the money to buy and create such a space?’
Phillip, however, thought differently. He followed up the idea by calling
together some friends from his tennis and squash groups for a meeting at his
warehouse. In attendance were builder and Emeritus Professor at the
University of Melbourne L.U. Simon whose son Leo had been one of Phillip’s
students, director of a joinery company Peter Rutley, businessman Alan
Richmond and Phillip and Michael.
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Funding to kick off the process of acquiring the building came from an unlikely
source. It was from Alan Richmond who had attended a technical high school
until 4�� year and who had recently sold his very successful business, Alan
decided to lend $200,000 to help procure the building up for auction on
Saturday 30�� March 1996.
When asked why he did this, Alan explained that
he wanted to invest in something ‘long-term’
and ‘worthwhile’. He understood what Phillip
was trying to do, had confidence in him and
decided he could help. “It was the coming
together of having some money and the cause
of a ‘fair go for all’.”
Alan, who describes himself as a ‘street-wise’
hands-on person, decided to bid for the building
and sought skills from a local real estate agent
on how to approach this new challenge. He was
successful, waiting until the last minute behind
a tree to place the bid procuring the site of 121
square metres for $330,000. This was a fair price
given its excellent location and land size. His
wife Shirley and family were supportive of his
generosity.
On this day, Saturday 30�� March 1996, the Alan Richmond, benefactor
Institute of Postcolonial Studies (IPCS) was born
and named. Phillip and Michael assumed unofficial status of Directors, to be
ratified at its first formal meeting on 17�� April 1996.
In May 1996 Alan Richmond experienced a severe back injury after he had
worked for thirty-three years without a single day off sick. His mortality hit
him and he subsequently donated more money to the Institute.
The building began life as the Souter Johnnie Hotel constructed in 1863 on
the outer border of the city, in North Melbourne. This suburb was a working
class area originally named ‘Hotham’ until 1894 after Sir Charles Hotham,
Governor of Victoria. Hotham encompassed Parkville, Royal Park and parts
of West Melbourne. It is within walking distance of the University of
Melbourne.
There was another ‘border’ establishment at the West end of Curzon Street
where philanthropists founded the Melbourne Benevolent Society and built
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a three storey Tudor-style village aided by a grant from the colony of New
South Wales in 1850 of 10 acres of land. Here 900 orphans, disabled, aged
and homeless people lived out of sight from city dwellers.
The Victorian gold rush began in 1851, lasting until the late 1860s. The Souter
Johnnie Hotel, en route to northern goldfields, became a staging post stop
where horses were changed, lodgings sought and necessities procured.
Accommodation in Melbourne was, and still is, in extremely short supply.
After a colourful life spanning 42 years the Souter Johnnie Hotel was
decommissioned in 1904, along with 37 other hotels due to a local opinion
poll voted for fewer hotels. It was reborn as a boarding house just before the
Benevolent Society was moved to Cheltenham in 1911, no doubt absorbing
some of its inhabitants. It remained a boarding house until it was abandoned
in poor condition in the 1970s when new government regulations regarding
standards caused many boarding houses to close.

Footprint of Souter Johnnie Hotel: MMBW plans, City of Melbourne

The building represented, and still represents, geographical certainty for the
IPCS. However, after its purchase, it took over two years for completion of
the renovations before it provided the Institute with a working base.
On 17�� April 1996 the first meeting of the IPCS was held in the Japanese room
at The University of Melbourne’s School of Architecture, Building and Planning.
There was high interest. Attendees came from University of Melbourne
Departments of English, History, Politics, Philosophy, Geography,
Environmental Studies, the Dean, Faculties of Architecture, Victorian College
of the Arts, from Monash, Deakin and La Trobe Universities as well as many
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students. Michael remembers how attendees were ‘blown away’ when Phillip
announced that funding had been procured, the building had been bought
and the Institute had been legally constituted as an educational institution.
Attendees voiced their hopes for an inclusive, non silo-type approach that
would manifest itself in creative scholarship and an understanding of current
issues, unrestrained by the growing emphasis then filtrating all modern
organizations on managerialism, financial efficiencies and predictable
outcomes.
Phillip and Michael were ratified as co-Directors. They believed that a strong
liaison with the University of Melbourne was critical for its success even
though they planned to create something ‘edgy’, outside of the University.
Discussion about possibilities for affiliation with the University of Melbourne
began.
The Institute’s second meeting was held on 22ⁿ� July 1996, again at the
University of Melbourne’s School of Architecture, Building and Planning.
Things were moving swiftly. Phillip reported on plans for the refurbishment
of the building. Paul James who remains a member of the Board of Directors
and Council presented a provisional organizational structure for the Institute’s
publication committee and a ‘Proposal for the New Journal’. Sanjay Seth
reported back on progress for the journal.
The objects, activities and functions were listed including — advancing and
promoting postcolonial research, contributing to public debate, publishing,
organizing conferences and seminars and accommodating overseas scholars.
An early memorable event took place on Thursday 13�� August 1996 — the
inaugural lecture given by Dipesh Chakrabarty from the University of Chicago.
It was entitled Realist Prose and the Problem of Difference: The Rational and
the Magical in Subaltern Studies. The lecture was sponsored by the
Department of History at the University of Melbourne and held at the Gryphon
Gallery Graduate Centre.
The 1888 Gryphon building at The University of Melbourne functioned as the
IPCS’ seminar venue, free of charge, for the next couple of years while the
building in 78-80 Curzon Street, North Melbourne was renovated; the Political
Science Department provided some practical support
Co-directors, Phillip and Michael disagreed over building plans reflecting
different approaches on how the IPCS could keep itself afloat in the long-term.
While they both had a model of a modest university in mind their visions for
progressing the idea differed.
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Phillip took a traditional approach envisaging meeting rooms, offices and a
large space for events downstairs with accommodation leased to students
upstairs, partly so the building would have a ‘lived presence’ and partly to
subsidize overall running costs. His long-term vision looked mainly to the
development of a sustainable vibrant hub.
Michael explored the idea of making downstairs ‘into a friendly commercial
space’ with coffee shop and specialized bookshop that could financially
subsidize many of the Institute’s key activities ‘upstairs’. He relates that he
was searching for an approach that would work into the future. Both he and
Phillip foresaw difficulties in gaining philanthropic interest.
However, Michael conceded because, acknowledging Phillip had secured
funding for the building, he felt renovation plans were ultimately Phillip’s call.
Phillip and Michael’s different orientations and leadership styles worked
effectively, in complementary ways. Phillip was on-site with his dream of an
ideal, creative academy capable of facilitating a renewing and regenerating
community. He is hands-on, keenly involved in day-to-day planning, keeping
committees afloat and implementing decisions.
Michael started thinking about the establishment of a journal and searching
for a reliable commercial base. He recalls he took an analytically global view
in his research and the establishment of the Postcolonial Studies Journal that
included the integration of international standards to ensure its global
acceptance. It involved ‘rethinking the relationship between postcolonial
applied knowledge and thought in an effort to break free from more
traditional approaches while simultaneously pursuing national and
international contacts and liaisons to further this thinking’.
Architect, Shelley Penn, lecturer at University of Melbourne Faculty of
Architecture,
was
commissioned as architect
for building renovations.
Peter Rutley from North
Fawkner
Joinery
was
engaged for building works
in April 1997. Sketches were
attached to IPCS Newsletter
No. 4, July 1997.
The building was in a very
poor structural state. Vines
Shelley Penn
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and trees were growing through the floors; the stables at the back were falling
down and unsafe.

The facade as in 1996

Poor structural state of the building

A review article by architect Alex Selenitsch describes Shelley’s considered
approach to the refurbishment. Walking from the front door on Curzon Street
to the back gate on a lane the building sections symbolize a physical transition
from colonial to postcolonial where the Georgian colonial entrance and
postcolonial modern Ashis Nandy conference room are transitioned by a long
Boardroom and sitting room with kitchen in the middle. In Alex Selenitsch’s
words ‘Between two exterior views, architect Shelley Penn has inserted a
complex flow of materials and details set in relatively small spaces which are
in turn expanded through skylights, mirrors, and strategic openings to “borrow”
space from nearby.’
These large and small versatile spaces accommodate offices at the front and
many spaces for a range of different activities in the middle and back, including
symposiums, conferences, lectures, seminars and artistic events. The sitting
room and corridors are invariably lively after meetings with small groups
forming to continue discussions over a glass of wine or a cup of tea.
A House Committee, chaired by Christopher Stewardson, managed the
furnishing of the building with some recycled tables, desks and chairs, donated
blinds and purchase of cutlery and crockery. Stephen Cairns, partner of Jane
Jacobs who was Associate Director and Community Liaison Officer, played a
key role on this Committee.
Mary Chapman, a landscape architect, designed the Courtyard using
Australian native plants and supervised the works to ensure reuse of the
original bluestone paving to the stables. Mary as a friend of the IPCS has often
catered for significant events held at the Institute.
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Edgar Ng, currently Executive Officer, then a PhD student, lived on the building
site to oversee and manage day-to-day works, constantly moving his swag
from one space to another as building works required. His border collie, Minto,
accompanied him and later attended most seminars.
Professor Ashis Nandy opened the building on 30�� March 1999. Ashis was
already a friend of the Institute through Phillip’s visits to the Centre for the
Study of Developing Societies
in Delhi. It was Ashis’ first visit
to Australia; his wife Uma
accompanied him.
Ashis Nandy charged the
Institute ‘to think boldly in
terms of utopias and alternate
futures’. An abridged version of
his opening speech is in IPCS
Newsletter, 8�� July 2009 page
1.
Ashis Nandy at the opening of the Institute
building

It took a few more months to
complete the renovation. The refurbished building remains stunning. A review
article by architect Alex Selenitsch in Architecture Review Autumn 2000
describes Shelley Penn’s considered approach to the refurbishment ‘Between
two exterior views, architect Shelley Penn has inserted a complex flow of
materials and details set in
relatively small spaces which are
in turn expanded through
skylights, mirrors and strategic
openings to “borrow” space from
nearby.’ He describes how
walking from the front door on
Curzon Street to the back gate on
a lane the building sections
symbolizes a physical transition
from colonial to postcolonial
Michael Dutton(L) and Phillip Darby at the where the Georgian colonial
opening of the building, 30 March 1999
entrance
and
postcolonial
modern Ashis Nandy conference
room are transitioned by a long boardroom and sitting room with kitchen in
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the middle. The meeting room, the Ashis Nandy room, was completed in
autumn 2000 but not officially dedicated until Ashis revisited the Institute in
September 2010. It was a welcome addition, holding over 50 people, with
glass doors, first swinging but later rehung as sliding doors to maximize
numbers both inside and outside in the garden.

Ashis Nandy room. Photo from Architectural
Review, Autumn 2000, p 95

These large and small versatile spaces accommodate offices at the front and
many spaces for a range of different activities in the middle and back, including
symposiums, conferences, lectures, seminars and artistic events. The sitting
room and corridors are invariably lively after meetings with small groups
forming to continue discussions over a glass of wine or cup of tea. There are
always flowers and foliage from Phillip’s farm. A cellar was uncovered during
renovations and incorporated into the plans to provide storage.
A House Committee chaired by Christopher Stewardson managed the
furnishing of the building with some recycled tables, desks and chairs, donated
blinds and purchase of cutlery and crockery. Stephen Cairns, partner of Jane
Jacobs who was Associate Director and Community Liaison Officer, played a
key role on this Committee. Angela Mazzone, Treasurer, donated furniture
for one student apartment.
The final payment to North Fawkner Joinery for renovations was made in
August 2005.
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Governance
A governance structure comprising a Board of Directors was set in place soon
after incorporation, on 22ⁿ� July 1996.
The Board is the legal entity of the Institute responsible for finances, annual
audit, legal matters, organizational structures, hiring of staff and annual
reporting to the Australian Tax Office (ATO) and the Annual General Meeting
(AGM). Meetings are six weekly. Once again Alan Richmond provided support
asking his former business colleagues, solicitor John Fillmore and chartered
accountant Angelo Mazzone to act pro bono as Chair and Treasurer. Phillip
and Michael, as co-Directors, were also members. Jean Walsh who had been
a management consultant became a member on 1�� December 1998. In 1999
Jane Jacobs from The University of Melbourne was recruited as Associate
Director for her community liaison skills after Jean Walsh informed the Board
there were insufficient resources to employ a fundraiser.
In the beginning the Board covered areas and issues that subsequently became
the focus of Council. It was felt that by setting up an IPCS Council in March
1997 greater efficiency could be achieved. Council is viewed as the Institute’s
umbrella body, overseeing academic programmes, events, publications,
conferences, symposia, external links and fundraising. It has always consisted
of a dozen members from different areas of expertise with representatives
from the Editorial Board of Postcolonial Studies Journal, a Book Committee
and student/s responsible for convening student seminars. Several members
of Council are founding members with memories stretching over the 20 years
from the beginning.
Membership across Board and Council is regarded as important for
communication and management. Over nearly 20 years members spanning
Board and Council include Phillip Darby, Edgar Ng, Michael Dutton, Jane Jacobs,
Haripriya Rangan, Paul James, Homer Le Grand and Swati Parashar.
Haripriya Rangan (known as Priya) was appointed Associate Director in May
2002 after Jane Jacobs and her partner Stephen Cairns decided to take up
positions at The University of Edinburgh early in 2002. Both had accomplished
much for the Institute, Jane in community liaison and Stephen in helping with
the Seminar Series.
Priya relates that her introduction to the IPCS was via Vanita Seth, sister of
Sanjay Seth, Journal Editor and that she valued the possibility of helping to
make the Institute a hub for alternative and radical practice that actually
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demonstrated postcolonial practice through the things it did. As Associate
Director she was a member of the Board and of Council.
Priya remembers that one of her first roles was to help argue and push for
resources to bring the web site up to date. Another related to the postcolonial
language used to describe events and IPCS’s aims — to translate them into
something understandable by a wider audience thus enabling wider appeal,
especially in the fundraising area. She is not alone in feeling that the Institute
still has a way to go in this respect.
When Michael Dutton decided, in May 2005, to accept a Chair at Goldsmith’s
College, University of London beginning early 2006 it was a portent of future
changes. Simultaneously, it affirmed that the IPCS was adult enough to cope
with such loss. The Board and Council missed his face-to-face input into
discussions and decisions but there was a distinct advantage that he was
physically closer to Journal publishers Routledge Taylor & Francis Group
located at Oxfordshire. Importantly, communications were improving and
links between UK and Melbourne more efficient via email and Skype.
Council, at its meeting on 17�� Oct 2005 moved and passed unanimously that
Michael Dutton be installed as a Founding Fellow of the IPCS.

Michael Dutton's farewell party on 30�� November 2005

Directors, Board Members and Council members are voluntary, not paid. Edgar
is now paid a half salary for all the computer work involved in newsletters,
seminars, building needs, membership, day-to-day finances and much more
but worked many years for gratis. From time to time, for special events or
projects, students are paid a nominal amount for their labour.
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Homer Le Grand joined the Board in November 2005.
Council meetings have unfolded horizontally over time. Some members
describe them as exciting two-hour events where Philip presents his Director’s
Report providing feedback on events, identifying issues and garnering
discussion. Regular reports include feedback on planned, ongoing and
completed Seminar Series, special lectures, Conferences, Occasional Papers,
symposia, large and small events, the building, the Journal, possible new
members. Students, invited by Phillip or a member, often present at the start
of the meeting with their ideas for seminars or special events.
Both Board and Council regard students as ‘life promoting’ bringing new ideas
and energy during their journeys between school and quests for degrees. Ideas
are prolific. Of course, this is both a strength and fragility. A flexible agenda
fosters creativity and new ideas thrive but without means of implementation
due to lack of paid staff and resources, often a focus of frustration for some
office bearers and members.
Fragility and loss of energy are inherent due to the transitory nature of
students’ involvement. Student participation is in large part dependent on
members who teach at higher educational institutions’ encouragement. Also,
there is the voluntary nature of Board, Council and members with time to run
seminars and symposia and give lectures. It is clear that over twenty years the
new has been readily embraced unencumbered by over-learned routines or
even monetary concerns. Simultaneously, there is a wealth of fundamental
past stories, myths and moral underpinnings to channel decision-making.
communications (chaired by Board member, Homer Le Grand); future
directions (chaired by Board member, Priya Rangan). One important outcome
was labelled the Projects Initiative.
A Winter Rethink all-day session
was held on 28�� July 2007
involving members of the
Board, Council and invited
guests. Its purpose was to
reflect on the previous eleven
years, take stock of successes
and outcomes and to plan for
the next for the next seven
years. Three subcommittees
(L-R) Homer Le Grand, Paul James and Gary
reflected the major issues:
Highland at Winter Rethink, 2017
fundraising and corporate
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contracts (chaired by Paul James); communications (chaired by Board member,
Homer Le Grand); future directions (chaired by Board member, Priya Rangan).
One important outcome was labelled the Projects Initiative.
The Projects Initiative encouraged all members, with their diverse intellectual
backgrounds, to pursue projects in liaison with other groups/programs/
institutes/universities to expose the continuing legacies of colonialism and
also draw research funding. In this way the purpose and reach of the IPCS
would be furthered and some proportion of the project funding could
contribute towards the project’s administration ideally handled by the
Institute. This pointed to a major change in orientation, ideally by the majority
of members, from engaged audience members to active participants, in the
Institute’s programming and planning. It was envisaged that topics and liaisons
would spring from natural ‘clusters of interest’. This initiative remains alive.
By 2015 the pivotal nature of Phillip’s role became of growing concern due to
the increasing number and complexity of issues along with his age. ‘Who will
lead the Institute if something happens to Phillip?’ and ‘What is the longerterm future direction of
the Institute?’ were, and
are, frequent questions.
As a result a workshop
Thinking Ahead was held
on 10�� June 2015 to
discuss
possible
initiatives and pathways
for the Institute over the
next decade. After wideranging
discussion
agreement was reached
that an international
symposium be held in
(L-R) Phillip Darby, Adam Driver, Swati Parashar, Ravi Bajpai
July 2016 to celebrate
(partially obscured), Richard Ley, John Cash, Joan Clarke,
Institute’s
20��
Judith Grbich and Carlos Morreo at the Planning Workshop the
anniversary. International
on 10 June 2015.
papers and contributions
could help point a future pathway. The main concern identified was
succession planning including appointment of Associate Directors to spread
the workload and decision-making capacity. Other possibilities/concerns
raised included the need for improved media coverage of events; fundraising;
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more collaborative events; closer relations with Arena; whether a new or
adapted name was required; development of teaching programmes to provide
a day-night hub. The Institute had been financially self-sustaining with a small
surplus for nine years, from 2006-7 years. However, it is felt that substantially
more resources would facilitate projects and help move the Institute towards
the dream of a vibrant and constant community hanging out, teaching,
discussing and debating.
The question of a future role and/or new name for the Institute is a recurring
conversation. Responses differ across a wide spectrum. One member views
the future as ‘very bright because of the IPCS’ alternate space for meaningful
activism and scholarship’ and envisages the Institute drawing upon retired or
retrenched scholars for day/night teaching programmes and for younger
people to take up the baton. Others argue that postcolonialism as a body of
research has ‘peaked’ and that a new name might include ‘globalization’,
‘history’ or ‘geography’. All feel that the Journal, Book Series and Occasional
Papers are enormously successful and can only be strengthened.
An outcome of Thinking Ahead resulted in Council setting up two committees,
the first to plan the 20�� anniversary 2016 symposium, chaired by Richard Ley;
the second to consider succession planning chaired by Priya Rangan.
The second committee set up to consider succession planning met on 10��
December 2015 and developed a proposal for the appointment of three
Associate Directors: Research; Outreach and Communication; Visionary
Planning. A special meeting of Council was held on 14�� January 2016 to
consider and finalize titles and job descriptions for the three positions. After
discussions, the first position’s title was changed to Academic Programme.
The second position, Outreach and Communication, was viewed as needing
a younger person with the energy, time and skills to engage with boundaryspanning activities. It drew much discussion about the Journal’s position. It
was decided that the Journal would have a degree of autonomy and not be
part of this position’s brief. The third position was altered to Development
with a primary role of fund raising.
Advertisements were posted on the web and to members immediately. One
application for the first Associate Director’s position of Research was considered. At Council meeting on 29�� February 2016 Swati Parasher was approved
as Associate Director for Academic Programmes subject to Board approval.
Swati was then senior lecturer in the Politics and International Relations at
Monash University.
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There were no applications for the second position of Outreach and Communication. Feedback regarding the third position, Development, was provided
after a possible candidate had researched the position pointing out it was, in
reality, mostly fundraising requiring significant and expensive donor management computer programmes, an established position in the field and, of
course, many skills. This is a continuing process.
Board and Council make decisions about many diverse issues. Recently, it
was unanimously decided, at the request of Paul Carter, to house a large
poetry collection by well-known poet Martin Harrison (deceased), on the
proviso that shelving and cataloguing be cost neutral. It will provide bases for
research, projects and reflection on ‘redirected imagination’.
Tax Status
The quest for tax deductibility status began immediately after the Institute’s
incorporation in 1996. It is important as an incentive for individual and
corporate donations. The
Australian Tax Office (ATO)
knocked back the original
application by the Board
made
on
the
understanding that an
Agreement of Association
between The University of
Melbourne and the IPCS
would suffice criteria. ATO
clarified that formal
affiliation
with
the
university
was
a
requirement.
On 2ⁿ� December 2003 a (L-R) Alan Richmond, Stuart Macintyre, Michael Dean,
Judith Grbich, Shirley Richmond, Michael Dutton,
statutory
affiliation
Phillip Darby, Bruce Harvey, Haripriya Rangan, Ian
agreement was signed Marshman, Ian Duncanson (obscured), Arie Freiberg,
between the IPCS and The
Nick Batrouney, Brian Galligan, at the occasion to
University of Melbourne. mark the signing of a formal affiliation agreement
It resulted after much between the University and the Institute, 2 December
2003.
work by the Affiliation
Committee comprising
members from the Institute and the University and thanks largely to the strong
support provided by the Dean, Stuart McIntyre. A statutory agreement was
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drawn up that suited both partners. A special signing ceremony was held at
the Institute with Stuart McIntyre, representatives from the University
hierarchy, Phillip, Michael and members of the Institute Board. Tax-free status
is one of the benefits of affiliation, a status that needs regular review and
renewal to comply with legal regulations.
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Funding and Fundraising
While income from the four student apartments covers most of the costs
involved with the running of the Institute, the Board hoped, from the start,
to attract funding from bodies and individuals to enable specific research by
the Institute into areas overlooked or regarded as too difficult or edgy by the
wider international relations and postcolonial fields.
At the Board meeting on 30�� January 1998 a well-known fundraising company
presented their approach to raising funds for the Institute and were engaged.
By 12�� May 1998 Board meeting, Board members expressed ‘dissatisfaction’
and ‘disappointment’ with the fundraising company, stating that the ‘the
company did not have a clear picture of what the Institute was about’ and the
company was dismissed.
Jean Walsh from Ker Walsh Communications attended the Board meeting held
on 28�� July 1998 and presented proposals about fundraising, the structure of
the Institute and possible ways forward. Her company was engaged formally
for professional support.
Alan Richmond took up the fundraising mantle in March 1999, setting up the
Friends of the Institute Committee with the aim of drawing funding, first for
equipment and facilities urgently needed by the Institute and then for research.
He called on business associates and personal friends to join him with ‘this
opportunity to make a contribution’. While there some successes drawing
small amounts of funding it became clear that postcolonialism was a very
difficult fundraising area. The Committee ceased existence after a couple of
years.
To cover some costs of producing the Newsletter and running Institute events
in 1999 subscriptions were set at $30 p.a. for ordinary members, $15 for
students and $50 for organizations. Subscriptions included admission to
academic, cultural and social programs and were raised by small amounts
every few years. Entry to events was/is $5 for non-members, $3 for students
and free for members; these prices remain in place.
The Australia India Council provided funding for Ashis Nandy’s visits and
symposia.
Elizabeth Cham, Director of Philanthropy Australia from 1996 to 2006, was
appointed a Senior Fellow of the Institute in August 2008 with an office at the
Institute. She ran several fund-raising events, morning teas and a seminar on
Corporate Social Responsibility with good attendances. Liz also provided
counsel on ways the Institute could apply to philanthropic foundations and
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trusts for funding. It was hoped the Projects Initiative could be coupled with
fundraising applications providing rationales and topics for funding
submissions. Sybil Gibb was employed as Development Officer to provide
assistance to Liz Cham. Again, efforts, initially exciting, were largely
unsuccessful.
There was another attempt to address the need for successful fundraising
efforts at the beginning of 2016 as part of the Thinking Ahead workshop and
decision to appoint three Associate Directors, one entitled Development with
priority to fundraising. This is covered in more detail in the Management,
Board and Council section. Up until now there have been no applications for
the position.
Formal Affiliations and Liaisons
Affiliations have occurred with other like-interested universities and groups.
In 2002 the Institute affiliated with Jadavpur University in Kolkata (Calcutta)
India, with the International Centre in Colombo Sri Lanka and with the Institoto
Universitario Orientale in Naples as ways of providing and facilitating research,
supervision of students and the exchange of scholars and ideas.
In 2003 the
Institute
and
The
University of
Melbourne
formally
affiliated
after years
of
effort,
advice and
negotiation.
Overall links
with
The
University of
Melbourne Vice Chancellor Glyn Davis (right), Marcia Langton, Joan Clarke, John
are
ever Cash, Therese D’Orsa, Anoma Pieres Paul Carter, Phillip Darby, 5��
May 2009.
increasing
and strong
with many Board, Council and ordinary members employed, current or past
students or associated the university in some formal way.
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An example of the strength of these links occurred when Glyn Davis, Vice
Chancellor of The University of Melbourne came to morning tea at the Institute
to talk with office bearers and members on 5�� May 2009. Everyone articulated
a different reason for belonging to the Institute, how they provided inputs
into seminars and governance and what they gained. Members summed up
their contributions with such flare Vice Chancellor expressed a desire for ‘more’
joint ventures. As stated previously, relations with The University of
Melbourne remain strategically important for the IPCS, especially via its
current formal Affiliation Agreement that, along with mutual benefits to both
institutions, allows the Institute to maintain its tax exemption status.
In February 2010, a new collaborative venture between the IPCS and Jadavpur
University, Kolkata, began. Its aim was/is to develop an archive about ways
international processes are felt in ordinaries lives and, how, in turn the
everyday works to change the nature of international relationships by turning
assumptions upside down, expertise now flowing from everyday lived
experiences.
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Publications
Postcolonial Studies Journal
Michael Dutton sculptured his main role as
co-Director of the Institute in establishing the
Journal. He reminisces that the role ‘involved
rethinking the relationship between
postcolonial applied knowledge and thought
in an effort to break free from more traditional
approaches while simultaneously pursuing
national and international liaisons to further
this thinking’.
Paul James recalls writing a proposal for the
journal to allow for maximum involvement and
to set up lines of authority and responsibility.
Its title, Postcolonial Studies was a signal of
practical politics. In his words, ‘we were compelled by the idea that in a
postcolonial world, critically mapping the complexities of how people live
would curtail that comfortable sense, particularly in the West that the world
had left behind structures of power associated with colonial subjugation.’
In June 1997 a contract was signed with Carfax U.K., for a journal entitled
Postcolonial Studies, to be published three times a year with editors Dipesh
Chakabarty, Michael Dutton, Leela Gandhi and Sanjey Seth. Michael recalls
the four of them meeting two or three times a week in the groundbreaking
work including soliciting articles and fulfilling an aim to be the ‘first journal
specifically aimed at publishing work exploring various facets — textual,
historical, political and economic — of the colonial encounter and the ways
its encounter shaped the West and non-West alike’.
In April 1998, the first Postcolonial Studies Journal consisting of 146 pages was
published, an important pioneering milestone in the history of the IPCS and
postcolonial endeavour worldwide. The cover and index shown in Figure 21
gives an indication of its broad international reach and points to its subsequent
success.
Looking back on the first few years of the Journal, topics covered included
postcolonialism and globalization, aboriginality and corporatism, minority
histories subaltern pasts, the Tampa affair, the ‘toilet’ issue, confused notions
of the ‘other’, Latin American postcolonialism, postcolonial scholarship in Latin
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American studies, imagining home, comparative literature and the postcolonial
exotic and memory
In 2001 Carfax amalgamated with Routledge Taylor & Francis Group;
publication continued under Routledge Taylor & Francis Group. The cover
changed from green to a distinctive yellow. There is funding for the Managing
Editor and for the IPCS as the host institution.
As the Journal expanded its international readership its editorial management
structures changed accordingly with wider collaborations and challenges. The
IPCS Council Meeting held on 20�� June 2005 noted the joining of three
personnel from the University of California at Santa Cruz to the editorial group.
Santa Cruz agreed to produce one issue in 2007 and two issues in 2008, in
close collaboration with Melbourne editors. John Cash moved at Council
meeting on 20�� June 2005 that Vanita Seth, Chris Connolly and James Clifford
from Santa Cruz join the editorial group; this motion was passed and
implemented.
Administrative work is carried out in Melbourne. Working arrangements,
however, were problematic with issues around ownership, communication
and management. After several meetings of Board, Council and related
committees most issues were resolved by the Board meeting on 30�� May 2007.
The Journal’s administration remained in Melbourne with Amanda McDonald
as Managing Editor until 2008 and David L Martin from 2009 to 2016.
In 2014, a fourth editorial group from New Delhi India joined the other three
making a total of four: Melbourne, Santa Cruz, London and New Delhi. Lack
of adequate communication between the groups and editors without clear
communication lines was initially a major issue. Editors recall they sometimes
felt like ‘the blind man and the elephant’ causing delays in finalizations,
printing and dissemination of Journals. These issues are currently being
addressed.
In total there are 72 editions of the Journal representing over 700 articles,
book reviews and introductions providing comprehensive overviews of themes
and articles.
Articles in the past ten years have covered many comparative perspectives of
postcolonialism pairing away previous assumptions about colonizers and the
colonized and delving into far corners of the world to throw light on a huge
range of topics including minority experiences, notions of ‘the other’, exotics,
fiction, memory, art, the postcolonial unconscious, literature, toilets, prisoners’
hair, absences, postcolonial Europe, science and technology, Taiwan, trauma
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in children of perpetrators, the unconscious reconciliation in Australia,
decolonizing German theory and possible afterlives of postcolonial Europe.
The Journal is a continuing manifestation of the Institute’s leadership and high
regard internationally. It receives some funding for administration and
management. All editors give generously of their unpaid effort to keep abreast
and improve insights into globalization and those economic structures that
have roots stretching back to colonial times. An example of voluntary
contributions given so generously was provided by John Cash who, in 2009,
breached the gap between Managing Editors, estimating his input of around
15 hours per week for several weeks.
At the time of writing, David L Martin from
Goldsmiths at University of London is the
Managing Editor. Michael Lobo from
Deakin University Australia is Review
Editor. The Australasian Editorial consists
of John Cash from University of Melbourne,
Ramaswami Harindranath from University
of New South Wales, Emma Kowal from
Deakin University and Anoma Pieris from
University of Melbourne. The UK Editorial
consists of Sanjay Seth. The USA Editorial
consists of Christopher Connery from
University of California Santa Cruz and
Vanita Seth from the University of
California Santa Cruz. The India Editorial
consists of Baidik Bhattacharya from
University of Delhi and Ira Raja from University of Delhi.
There are plans to bring Journal topics and events into closer alignment in the
longer term

Book Series: Writing Past Colonialism
From the very beginning, having our book series was always on the agenda.
However, unlike the motivation behind launching our journal, this did not
emerge out of a perceived lack of books on postcolonialism. It would be fair
to say that, by the mid-1990s, postcolonialism had already become a publishing
phenomenon. Rather, there was a feeling that this burgeoning literature did
not address – at least not directly – the issues that we thought ought to be at
the centre of the postcolonial debate. As set out in the second newsletter,
the aim of the book series was “to engage with multiple possibilities and the
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uses to which they have been
put. Its leitmotiv is the idea of
difference: difference with
respect to other cultures and
politics, ways of seeing and
sources drawn upon. …Yet the
space we hope to open is one
resistant to any emerging new
orthodoxy and one that allows
for alternative and contesting
formulations.”
Yet despite the conviction,
there was no illusion that this In the garden after the launch of Paul Carter’s
was going to be a major book Dark Writing, Geography Performance Design. Paul is centre right.
undertaking. The sourcing of
manuscripts, communications
with referees, and negotiations with prospective authors, all this would require
substantial commitment and effort. But most of all, there was the daunting
task of finding a publisher.
As a new institution, the Institute had no publishing record to speak of.
Fortunately, a chance encounter brought Janet Joyce of Cassell Academic –
later Continuum – into the Institute’s orbit and a warm rapport was quickly
established between her and Phillip. Looking back, Janet’s support and
optimism was simply remarkable. On 12�� June 1998 Phillip Darby’s, The Fiction
of Imperialism: Reading between International Relations and Postcolonialism,
was launched as the first monograph in the Writing Past Colonialism series.
After Janet withdrew from looking after the humanities series and Continuum
underwent a restructuring of its lists, the Institute had no option but to look
for an alternate publisher. And we found a very sympathetic ear in Bill
Hamilton, Director of University of Hawai’i Press. It was Paul James who made
the initial approach but things developed very quickly and soon the Institute
managed to secure a contract with UHP.
Just like Janet, Bill did not seek to any editorial pressure and was most
comfortable with the Institute’s activist interpretation of postcolonialism. Two
titles reflect this shared vision most clearly: Postcolonializing the International:
Working to Change the Way We Are, edited by Phillip Darby (2006) and Morgan
Brigg and Roland Bleiker editors, Oceanic and Asia Approaches to Conflict
Resolution in 2011.
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Over the years Bill became more like a friend of not just the book committee
but the broader Institute community as well. We were delighted when he and
his wife Mary came to Australia for a launch in ? We therefore felt we have
lost more than a business partner when he decided to retire in ? From the
perspective of the book series, it also spelt the end of our relationship with
UHP. The vagaries of academic publishing meant that we were confronted
with the real prospect of not having a book series unless a new publisher was
found. In the ensuing months, there was a lot of soul-searching on whom to
approach and how we should pitch ourselves. Yet in spite of extensive
consultations, the book committee
struggled to come up with a clear plan
going forward.
But once again personal connections came
to the rescue. A few years ago Michael
Dutton Leela Gandhi, Sanjay Set and Pal
Ahluwalia had a Postcolonial Politics series
with Routledge. After some discussions the
editors agreed for the series to become a
subseries, with the Institute retaining full
autonomy over the selection of
manuscripts.
The first title that came out under
Routledge was Phillip’s From International
Relations to Relations International.
Postcolonial Essays. It would be hard to
have a more appropriate title to launch the
new series. It was dedicated to Devika
Goonewardene who personified a
commitment to the production of alternative knowledges.
While the book committee is confident that the relationship with Routledge
will be long and productive, it is also clear that the academic publishing industry
is becoming ever more competitive. As supportive as Routledge is, commercial
considerations are never far from the minds of its board members. There will
be manuscripts that we think are worthy to be published but deemed to
specialised or esoteric to attract a broad readership. This is one of the reasons
behind the new initiative of linking up with the local independent publisher
Palaver, established by Paul Komersaroff, the partner of book committee
member Sally Gardner. The tentative title of the series is “Postcolonial Sense”.
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Details about the arrangement are yet to be worked out to ensure its success.
There are, of course, significant hurdles, such as distribution. But when it
comes to the book series – and indeed most of the things the Institute has
done – we have never shied from chancing our arm. And this is no exception.
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Comings and Goings: Patrons, Students
Patrons
In 2001 Board and Council members felt it was time to appoint inaugural
patrons to the Institute. Hon Justice Michael Kirby AC CMG and Professor
Lowitja O’Donoghue AC CBE both accepted immediately in response to Phillip’s
hand-written invitations in ink.
A public welcoming
ceremony was held on
15�� May 2002 in the
larger premises of North
Melbourne
Uniting
Church providing patrons
an opportunity to meet
members and speak to
the theme, Australian
Postcolonial Dilemmas.
Lowitja spoke of how
fundamental inequities
and ways people are (L-R) Phillip Darby, Marcia Langton, Michael Kirby &
disenfranchised have been Lowitja O’Donoghue at Patrons’ welcoming ceremony,
glossed over in histories
15�� May 2002
paying tribute to the work
of the Institute in identifying past and current stressors.
Her speech was published as the first Occasional Paper in 2002. Michael spoke
personally about difference and discrimination in Australian law and society.
Marcia Langton, inaugural Professor of Aboriginal Studies at The University of
Melbourne, thanked the speakers and recalled her experiences as a student
in Queensland where she was regarded as an ‘oddball’. She assured Patrons
and audience that every person, like her, would feel ‘much at home in the
Institute’.
Professor Lowitja O’Donoghue and Justice Michael Kirby decided to retire
from their IPCS’ positions in November 2008. Both were stepping back from
their prominent social roles due to semi-retirement status. Their farewell
dinner on the 7�� Nov ember 2008 was a memorable occasion where they
presented personal snapshots of the challenges they faced growing up and
then in their life work advocating for social justice involving a questioning of
colonial legacies.Lowitja, a renowned orator, used her story- telling skills to
give insights into her experiences from the age of two in Colebrook Home
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South Australia where she was brought up with other aboriginal children
stolen from their families. The audience was brought face-to-face with the
postcolonial racism that impacted on her daily life. At the same time her sense
of humor had people bent over laughing when she related stories such as
having to sing hymns every morning such as ‘Lord Jesus make me perfectly
whole, now wash me and I shall be whiter than snow’ and the children’s
comments later such as ‘well that
worked’.
She still attends
reunions with her classmates and
reflected on their close bonds and
shared humour that were, and are,
enabling and life giving.
Justice Michael Kirby related his
memory of feelings he lived a lie
and experienced what it was like
to be the ‘other’ when growing up
Christian and gay while attending
a Sydney evangelical Anglican
(L-R) Student, Lowitja O”Donaghue &
church where homosexuality was
Michael Kirby 7�� November 2008
publicly named ‘evil’, a legacy of
colonial beliefs. He also broke into song with a hymn in illustration of the
tensions he grew up with. Much of his life’s work has been spent helping to
defend and legislate against injustice including legacies of colonialism.
Ann Maxwell, member of
Council since the Institute’s
beginning, related that the
patrons’ farewell event, in
particular, stood out in her
memory because of her
admiration and respect of both
Lowitja and Michael. She
appreciated the personal
testimonies of their farewell
presentations coupled with
their
everyday
practical
Anoma Pieris talking with Justice Anthony
‘compassion towards people
North after his welcome to the Institute as a
generally and especially towards
Patron and launch of her book, Hidden Hands
and Divided Landscapes.
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those who have experienced suffering of all kinds’.
After discussions in both Council and the Board of Directors, it was decided to
approach Justice Anthony North of the Federal Court and Robyn Archer,
artistic director, singer and writer, to be co-patrons. To everyone’s delight
both accepted.
Robyn Archer AO, well-known
singer, performer, writer and
artistic director, wrote she
was chuffed to accept
appointment as one of the
Institute’s new patrons.
Justice North knew first hand
about the Institute. He had
chaired a public forum on The
High Court and Land Rights in
July 2003 and spoke on A
Robyn Archer AO, well-known performer, writer Photographic Journey of Land
& artistic director at Patrons’ welcome ceremo- Rights on 24�� March 2004.
ny with Chair of the Board, John Fillmore, 3�� Dec Robyn wrote that she strongly
supported the work of the
Institute and looked forward to being involved.
The new co-Patrons were welcomed at a special reception dinner on 3��
September 2009.
At the Patrons’ welcome reception Phillip Darby launched Anoma Pieris’ book
Hidden Hands and Divided Landscapes: The penal history of Singapore’s plural
Society, the sixth book in the Institute’s Book Series, Writing Past Colonialism.

Students
The overall student contribution to the development of the Institute over the
past twenty years has been remarkable. In July 1996 the Student Liaison
Committee was created and continues to this day.
About students’ input Phillip wrote:
‘We could not have done without the ideas, enthusiasm and commitment of
students such as Edgar Ng, Simon Obendorf, Devika Goonewardene, Adam
Driver, Naomi Tootell, Dylon Bird, James Clinch, Sam Wilkins, Richard Ley and
Corina Backhouse. Adam Driver organized two of the most outstanding events
we have held — George Gittoes “Sound Track to War” that attracted some
200 people to The Uniting Church in North Melbourne and Jennifer Ruthford’s
seminar on her film “Cutting Ordinary”. Simon Obendorf sat on Council from
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the outset, was web
master, played a key role
on the House Committee,
development
of
Occasional Papers and
wrote the Newsletter with
me from 1996 to 2007.
One
of
my
great
disappointments is that
we have not consistently
managed to maintain a
sizeable student presence.’
Edgar Ng, Devika Goonewardene and Simon
Students’ participation
Obendorf
with Edgar’s dog Minto. Sadly Devika died
depends
greatly
on
in
2009.
In 2016, book no.12 in the Writing Past
members who teach at
Colonialism series, From International Relations to
Universities pointing out
Relations International: Postcolonial Essays, edited
the Institute’s benefits for
by Phillip Darby was dedicated to Devika.
intellectual
stimulation,
thinking and input.
One student, Edgar Ng stayed on after completing his PhD to provide
fundamental help associated with organization, seminars, membership annual
fees, photographing, building needs, emails, student apartments and a myriad
of other roles. When asked why he devoted so much time to the Institute he
replied, ‘I felt and still feel that I could help make a difference into postcolonial
understanding and research and, in turn, binary power structures, global
financial cultures and minority points of view’.
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Events
Perhaps one of the most widely known aspects of the Institute’s work both
within and outside the academia has been its signature seminar series.
Beginning in 1996 – even before the Institute building was finished – the
Institute
has
managed to present
two
seminar
programmes each
year. The number
itself is remarkable :
over 400 events
were held, including
seminars, symposia,
public meetings and
performances.
Certainly this would
not have been
The packed audience was at the Hotham Church hall for the public
possible
without the
meeting Colonialism, Asylum Seekers, Border Protection, 10
help
of
the
September 2013
volunteers
who
organised speakers, helped with promotion, and assisted with the logistics.
But their contribution has gone far beyond the administrative matters. It was
they who have played a key role in shaping the intellectual culture of the
Institute. And this has manifested most clearly in two respects.
First, they have ensured that the Institute stayed at the forefront of the
postcolonial debate. For example, there has been a deliberate focus on the
role of performance as a political strategy. As Phillip wrote in the introduction
to the seminar series in March 2006:
The growing conviction that the political as we have traditionally
understood it has come to be associated with closure (think of Howard
versus Beazley), has led people to look for politics in different guises
and in alternative sites. Hence the turn to the creative and visual arts
and to an understanding of the political that embraces poetics. ... The
emergence of performance as the name of a bundle of art forms
coincides with a desire to re-politicise the territory of theatrical
representation. Performance becomes associated with the refusal to
be actors in the theatre dominated by mainstream politics and its
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powerful agencies of
representation.
In this series, nine artists using
experimental silent movement,
art images, ballet, theatre,
painting and creative arts brought
new perspectives to politics.
Members particularly remember
Russell Dumas’ presentation with
naked dancers Jonathan Sinatra
and Chris Welch on 27�� April
2006. The audience sat in the
garden on a cool evening while
dancers
performed
inside.
Semester Two 2006 Seminar
Series
continued
with
performances that challenged
convention
and
promoted
exploration. Paul Carter, Phillip
Darby, Elizabeth Dempster, and

Dancers Jonathan Sinatra & Chris Welch
performing at the Institute.

John von Sturmer after his address ‘What
Bloody Dance is That?”, August 2016.

dance is that? Performing the Postcolonial.
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Sally
Gardner
convened
performances that included Dr.
Chandrablanu
with
his
exploration of intersections
between performance and
politics in Indian classical dance
tradition. Rachel Fensham, Peter
Snow and Tess de Quincey
followed with performances in
their own areas. On 24�� August
2006 John von Sturmer,
indigenous
anthropologist,
government
adviser
and
promoter of aboriginal dance
ceremonies gave a collaborative
performance, What bloody

Performance again featured strongly in 2007. Composers presented works —
via opera, computer sound compositions, sound installations, keyboard, radio,
poetry and minimalist music.Ruark Lewis performed Euphemisms for a Riotous
Suburb at a beach in North Cronulla, part of a broader project called An Index
of Kindness designed to re-imagine linguistic systems and taxonomic orders
in the interactive spaces between language, performance and exchange.
In February 2007, Ruark Lewis was appointed Convener of Performance and
Creative Arts. The IPCS Newsletter stated that ‘Performance becomes
associated with the refusal to be actors in the theatre delimited by mainstream
politics and its agencies of
power and representation.’
The second area where the
Institute has been influenced
by the people involved is its
insistence to broaden the
scope of the postcolonial
discourse. More specifically,
the Institute has sought to
dispute the orthodox view of
separating academic debates
from social activism. In
contrast, the contention is
that there is often much Ghassan Hage (L) and David Manne at the public
synergy between the two
meeting on refugees, September 2013.
domains of activities. In some
cases, theories can inform actions. This has been the rationale behind the
Institute’s long-standing commitment to progressive Aboriginal politics. From
the very early days Marcia Langton was central to the Institute being
recognised as a “safe” place where competing ideas – and not just about
Aboriginal issues – can be debated and thrashed out. In 2002, Marcia ran a
full year series on the controversial issue of treaties with indigenous peoples
around the world. As she explained:
In this series, presenters will discuss case studies as well as analytical
and theoretical contributions to the nature of its culture, social and
legal rights encompassed by past, present and potential agreements
and treaties....
In other cases, the postcolonial community was forced to confront its own
inadequacies. One example is the issue of asylum seekers. While it is true that
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refugees have now become a staple of the postcolonial debate, 15 years ago
it commanded very
little attention from
postcolonial scholars.
The
Institute’s
involvement can be
traced back to
August 2001 when
the then Howard
government refused
to
allow
the
Norwegian
cargo
ship MV Tampa to
enter
Australia
waters because it
(L-R) Margaret Leggatt. Sandy Jeffs and David Hall in
had more than four
conversation
at the symposium “Postcolonialism, Mental
hundred
asylum
Illness and Prisons”, May 2013.
seekers on board.
Since
then
the
Institute has held a number of talks and public meetings that were critical of
the refugee polices of both major political parties. In September 2013, David
Manne, Refugee and Immigration Legal Centre Inc., and Ghassan Hage, New
Generation Professor of Anthropology and Social Theory drew a large audience
with their public lectures on Colonialism, Asylum Seekers, Border Protection
held in The Uniting Church hall. David’s question about the Australian psyche,
‘How long with it take Australian society to recover from the damage we have
done to ourselves by perpetrating such cruelty on asylum seekers?’ and
Ghassan’s argument that we are ‘imprisoned’ by the narrowness of the state
that defines us resonated with all present. Indeed, it reminded us of what
Ashis argued in his book An Intimate Enemy that colonialism has done just as
much damage to the social fabric and psychological well being of colonial
societies as to the colonies.
Another example of the Institute trying to broaden the postcolonial debate is
an all-day symposium was held in May 2013 on the legacy of colonial mental
health services. Of course, much has been written on the colonial assumptions
behind the treatment of people with mental illnesses. Yet there have been
few attempts to explore how a rethinking might contribute to policy change.
To set the context, Joan Clarke presented her paper The Tyranny of the Leather
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Book: Postcolonialism, Mental Illness and Prisonin which she gave historical
insights from Aradale Lunatic Asylum, established in Ararat in 1867. Two sister
lunatic asylums across Victoria followed: Beechworth (1867) and Kew (1871).
All three had the same English architecture and unified approach to patients’
rehabilitation, working and punishment. Indeed, speaking from their own
experiences, presenters delineated the ways in which exclusionary and
de-humanizing impacts of colonial attitudes continue today, especially with
current prison populations comprising up to 50% of prisoners with a mental
illness. It was argued that ‘we have inherited the colonists’ myths about mental
illness and day-to-day pragmatic approach of ‘where to place the lunatics’.
Perhaps the most powerful indictment came from the poet Sandy Jeffs who
has written extensively about her experience since being diagnosed with
schizophrenia many years ago. Poetry is her liberator and our educator. In
her own words:
My poetry comes from my mad mind’s journey into its interior mindscape, the inner reaches of the sickroom of the other side, from which
it emerges in a creative capacity distilling many shades of life’s travails
and joys.
However, the Institute’s decision to take a public stand on social issues is not
without its problems. It is all very well to protest against unjust treatment of
minority or oppressed groups, but it is rarely the case that there is a unified
view on the part of dissenters. Some members would recall that when the
Institute organised a public forum on the East Timor crisis in 2006, we were
so concerned with the bitter division among various groups that we felt
prudent to inform the local police command in case things went out of hand.
This has prompted some reflections within the Institute that perhaps there is
a need to deepen our relationship with the people involved. In other words,
rather than ad hoc seminars, the issues would be incorporated into the general
intellectual life of the Institute. In fact, on this there have already been two
precedents. In 2001 two working groups were established, one on treaty and
agreement-making with the Aboriginal people and the other on East Timor.
It is interesting to note that, while both groups sought to foster debates, they
have adopted very different ways of doing so. The treaty group was far more
structured, largely because it was spearheaded by Marcia, who has been a
vocal contributor to the debate for a number of years. In contrast, the East
Timor group was more amorphous and experimental. As it was argued in the
February 2001 newsletter:
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The nature and programme of this working group are still under
consideration. Suggestions included the group developing an
advocacy role, while also offering a space for intellectual and political
reflection on the processes of nation-formation in East Timor. ... The
group is concerned to complement the activities of other
organisations and groups in Melbourne involved in the reconstruction
of East Timor. Avoiding duplication, having a consultative and
democratic approach and developing a distinct identity are the group’s
immediate priorities. It is also eager to broaden its base and involve
other members of the East Timorese community plus academics and
activists with an interest in East Timor.
In recent years, Paul Carter has proposed a project approach to the
Institute’sresearch programme that can be seen as a development of the
two earlierinitiatives. What is striking about Paul’s vision is his firm belief
that theInstitute would be able to attract funding to sustain these research
efforts:
Resistance to the neo-liberal confusion of research with paid
consultancy pays dividends: we at the IPCS can observe the results
and learn – not to ignore the economic base of any free association
that seeks to effect change, but to ensure our own transition to a
more project-focused (and funded) culture extends and deepens our
postcolonial critique and its practical applications…[The key is to
prioritize] applied research areas where the Institute had an
identifiable interest and expertise and of communicating and
nurturing these both internally and externally. It takes time to build
a reputation and win loyalty in the philanthropic sector, and the
longevity of any sectoral engagement is critical to funding success.
Of course, there is no suggestion that the Institute should cease its seminar
programme. It is important to emphasize that these two forms of engagement
are far from mutually exclusive. An individual seminar might evolve and
develop into a long-term commitment, or a conversation sustained over a
period of time might push the research into new areas and spawn standalone
presentations. The key here is to ensure the Institute remains a space in which
bold and perhaps controversial ideas can be thrashed out and debated without
fear or threat of backlash. Marcia Langton expressed a similar sentiment a
few years ago with respect to discussions about Aboriginal issues. And this
intellectual refuge is particularly important at this juncture of time where
universities are put through the straightjacket of neoliberalism and the
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influence of conservative institutions is clearly on the rise. The need to
cultivate and nurture alternative voices is never more critical.
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Postscript
As with most good books, the title of this manuscript tells people what it is
about as much as what it is not about. The intention was never to provide a
complete account of all the events over the last twenty-five years. More
importantly, we acknowledge that doing - or rather creating - history involves
far more than the mundane task of cataloguing what has happened in the
past: it is an exercise of telling a story from a specific perspective. In this sense,
this monograph represents an attempt to record, explain and understand the
experience of a group of individuals who came together to “make a difference”.
Initially these people were almost exclusively academics and the primary
concern was to advance academic debates on progressive issues. In the last
ten or fifteen years the Institute has expanded its orbit to include artists,
performers and activists. But irrespective of this attempt to engage with the
broader social, political and cultural worlds, the Institute remains, just as a lot
of voluntary organisations in the past and recent people’s movements, driven
by its large coterie of volunteers. The task ahead then, in some way, is to keep
challenging ourselves. It would be appropriate to quote a comment by Ashis
at the celebratory function to commemorate the twentieth founding of the
Institute. He urged the audience - both those who have been a part of the
Institute for a long period of time as well as those who came on board later to engage “with the radical self both outside and within us conversing

with the multiple selves we all contain and responding to the question
of how we live with radical diversity”.
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